
"BECOMING" - by Sharon Toval 

The exhibition relates to the art medium as a transitory space. It attempts to investigate the 

potential that art can express and communicate the essence which it transmits through the 

medium chosen for the artwork.  

   In the classical tradition of art, one perceives the artistic medium as a material by which 

the artist translates into reality, his desire to transfer what he sees in his imagination – be it 

in the form of a sculptor or a painting. The medium is perceived as being external to the 

artwork itself – the artwork as a separate entity: Oil colors have been identified with 

painting, clay or marble with sculpture and a score with music.  

   This had been actually the case until the arrival of Marcel Duchamp on the art scene. This 

important artist of the early 20th century, made a revolution in the common perception of 

separating artwork from the medium by which it is created. From Duchamp on, the art 

medium is regarded as an intrinsic transitory tool, rather than an external mean subject to 

serve the artwork. . 

   Apart its auto-reflexive research on art, "BECOMING" investigates the possibility of 

existence in a possible world - a world that penetrates the art medium, leaves the material 

and its interpretations behind and infiltrates its essence. 

   The "Non-Places", a term conceived by Marc Augé, are the starting point of the research. 

Augé describes transitory spaces, invented over the last century, as devoid of any content 

and identity. Namely, airports, malls and highways, function as "Non-Places", in order to 

fulfill a specific goal: One enters an airport in order to take a flight, one wanders around in a 

mall in order to buy, and on a high-way one moves from point A to point B.  

   Augé's basic assumption is the differentiation between space and place. A "Place", from an 

anthropological point of view, is a space loaded with history, an identity,. On the other hand, 

a "Space" is free of any identity and history, operating independently and for its own needs, 

encompassing all the "Places" which form it.  

   Similarly, the art medium operates as a space deprived of history, which belongs to no 

identity whatsoever. The perception of the art medium as such, supposes an existence far 

beyond an imaginary crack that exists in it. The artworks shown in the exhibition question 

the functionality of the art medium, similarly to those in Augé's "Non-Places".  If it does have 

the same similarities, can we define an essence transitioning the art medium?  



   The research of transitory spaces includes basic assumptions regarding space, originated in 

the writings of Georges Perec and Martin Heidegger.  

Perec writes:  

"We use our eyes in order to see [ ] our gaze observes the space and gives us 

the illusion of a relief and of distance. In this way we construct the space: 

Upwards, downwards, left and right, forwards and backwards, closeness and 

distance [ ] when there is nothing that stops our gaze, our gaze is carried 

very far away. But if we do not stumble on anything, it doesn't see anything: 

It sees only what it encounters. The space is what stops the gaze."   

    The transitory spaces in the exhibition post various landmarks, such as: A different color, a 

different light or the body of the viewer’s himself. The definition of the transitional space is 

hidden in the original meaning of the word space: time created between two places. This 

definition connects with the existential perception of space by Heidegger:  A bridge exists 

only when one defines its starting and ending points. What is created is an existential 

transitional space depending exclusively on the human thought.  

    The artworks are not presented in the exhibition - they exist in it. The visitors are not 

viewers, they function as researchers, investigators of the world existing beyond the 

medium. In order to experience the exhibition, one needs more than just rational thinking. 

What is required is a perception which reminds the experience one feels when reading 

Roland Barthes’ book Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography (1981), one that 

penetrates the world of the senses and emanates from the medium itself. The exhibition 

penetrates into Barthes’s “Punctum”, goes over the “Barthian” crack and observes the 

essence which passes through it.  

The exhibition artworks demand to exist in a "Possible World", resembling a medial 

transitory tube, trying to embody the existence of its components. The term “Possible 

World” has been conceived in the 20th century by David Lewis, who believed that our world 

is just one out of countless existential forms. Any thought, sentence or decision, are always 

arising from endless ways to create a possible reality. The exhibition offers one existential 

option and builds a "Possible World" that tries to imagine the essence existing in the 

medium and beyond it.  

  The Hansen House, a former lepers' Hospital, is an impressive building in the heart of 

Jerusalem. The 19th century building challenged the curatorial practices, spatially speaking. 



The building has a long history. Myths and stories are connected to it absorbed in memories, 

being an integral part of its form. We are talking here of a "Place" anthropologically  

speaking, contrary  to a space devoid of identity, essential for such investigative, research 

like exhibition.  

   The light installation of Ran Slavin, enables the conceptual dissolving of memories from the 

Hansen House walls, by underlying its architectural outline, using LED light. The curtain 

hanging at the entrance to the building turn the whole building into an artwork: A space 

existing on its own. Slavin's video "Landscape 2", introduces the visitors to an imaginary 

"Possible World". An imaginary world, within which only thoughts have a place.  A world in 

constant movement. Utopian spaces come in and out from each other, one around each 

other. The movement is free without gravity. What kind of world are we talking about? Is it 

the outer space or maybe a science fiction movie?  

   All spaces are composed of dim and flickering lights without a continuous line. All around, 

one finds himself in total darkness, an empty space. A squeaky bass tone gets louder the 

more one enters the infinity – into the crack.  This video work penetrates the material that 

composes the medium: the digital pixel. This artwork is a sort of a 21st century "Digital 

Cubism". Has Slavin succeeded in creating an ultra-digital genre? Does he come up with a 

new medium? Has he succeed to break through the medium?  

   In her installation "The Grey Transition", Alma Shneor turns light into material by installing 

a Mandala made of sand colored by rays of light. This video art work, passes the ray of light 

from its negative to its positive position, while between the two, the grey area zone is an 

empty space - the conceptual transitory space which exists within the medium.  

   Adam Sher enables the viewers, who are washed out by the colored bright light of his 

video art work "In the Gap", to serve as transitory spaces, feeling the frequencies of the 

video’s strong colors.  

Michel Platnic tests the space existing between words, text without spaces, which is cited as 

a background of a video installation that actually neutralizes the medium.   

  Elad Shniderman, nullifies the text and turns it into a vocal frequency, which leads it back to 

its essence. A repetitive recording of texts are red in the various spaces. The echo’s sound 

increases and covers the words, then returns them to their own frequency – to their medial 

essence.  



  Aviv Livnat, examines with his artwork the possibility to penetrate the medium, the 

material. He examines the process of bronze melting, which is an ancient tradition loaded 

with significance. It is tested by means of sound, video and text.  

  Orly Hummel deploys in the space of the Hansen House and its passages, with a series of 

installations that examine the existence of various doorways. By this she raises the 

discussion on the transitory existence of space in the physical world.  

  Ohad Matalon, projects a series of stills, the positive and negative of photographs, a 

product of filtering a ray of light and its documentation. His choice to project the 

photographs, seizes the present as a continuous time span, one that reminds us of the 

"Durée" notion as formulated by Bergson.  

  What one experiences while visiting the exhibition, may be of great challenge. The 

exhibition's concept does not enable the artworks’ existence in a "Place" according to Augé, 

but in a "Space" without an identity or a history. The artworks presented in the exhibition 

challenge the "Place" in different ways: Different worlds, possible worlds, which bring the 

visitor closer to a research experience rather than to a perceptive view. The direction of 

viewing is from the artwork to the viewer and not the other way round. The existence of the 

artworks is enabled on the level of a direct perception, but some of them behave as a 

sensual data, sort of a Fata Morgana of their own. 

 

 


